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New reformatted edition (not low-quality
scans of an old book) which includes a
biography of William Morris Hunt and 18
b/w illustrations of his art not found in
earlier editions. Talks About Art presents a
compilation of quotes from William Morris
Hunts inspirational advice to his art
students, emphasizing a painterly technique
with visible brushwork, using values for
the modelling of form, and the importance
of the rough sketch and working from
memory. Very well received when first
published in 1878, the format of using
snippets of inspirational advice used in
Talks About Art was later employed with
great success in Robert Henris book The
Art Spirit, and Charles Hawthornes book
Hawthorne on Painting. Out of print for
several decades, Talks About Art deserves
to be returned to its rightful place on every
aspiring artists book shelf next to these
later books which emulated it. This new
Peruse Press edition also includes a
biography of William Morris Hunt written
by Edward Waldo Emerson, the son of the
eminent American philosopher, Ralph
Waldo Emerson (both Emersons were
close friends with Hunt). Hunt attended the
Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, and studied
painting for five years under Thomas
Couture,
and
also
painted
with
Jean-Francois
Millet
and
Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot, from whom
he learned the principles of the Barbizon
tonalist style of painting. Upon returning to
the US, Hunt established art schools at
Newport, Rhode Island, Brattleboro,
Vermont, and at Boston, and gained a very
popular reputation as a portrait painter. As
the leading painter and art teacher in
Boston in the mid-19th century, Hunt was
highly
instrumental
in
influencing
American artists to work in a more poetic
approach to painting, toward tonalism and
impressionism, and away from the
descriptive form of realism practiced by the
then prevalent Hudson River School artists.
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Hunt is credited for influencing the styles
of Winslow Homer, Childe Hassam, John
La Farge, and John Joseph Enneking,
among others. Hunt was also instrumental
in introducing the work of the French
Barbizon and early Impressionist painters
to American collectors. Sadly, many of
Hunts paintings and sketches, together with
five large Millets and other art treasures
collected by him in Europe, were
destroyed, along with his studio, in the
Great Boston Fire of 1872.
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Fifteen Art-Inspired TED Talks to Boost Your Creativity WideWalls For this article, weve selected fifteen of the
most interesting TED talks led by contemporary talents that can lift your spirits up and remind you of the beauty of art,
Janet Echelman: Taking imagination seriously TED Talk - 16 minUrsus Wehrli shares his vision for a cleaner,
more organized, tidier form of art -- by Dustin Yellin: A journey through the mind of an artist TED Talk You talk
to people everyday. But do you really feel like youre communicating? These talks will help you go beyond small talk, to
the conversations that nudge Golan Levin: Art that looks back at you TED Talk - 9 minIn this charming talk, artist
Aparna Rao shows us her latest work: cool, cartoony sculptures The art of meaningful conversation Playlist
Hopefully, when I tell you I have been watching Ted Talks non-stop for a month, you know I am talking about the short,
inspiring videos and not Pico Iyer: The art of stillness TED Talk - 11 minArtist Chris Jordan shows us an arresting
view of what Western culture looks like. His JR: My wish: Use art to turn the world inside out TED Talk
Wandering a museum hall can whisk you off to another time, leave you in awe of an artist or teach you something new
about our natural world. Enjoy these talks Shea Hembrey: How I became 100 artists TED Talk - 17 minHow do
you stage an international art show with work from 100 different artists? talk to see Vik Muniz: Art with wire, sugar,
chocolate and string TED Talk TED Playlist (8 talks). Art made of unusual stuff. Immerse yourself in the weirdly
wonderful world of art made from unconventional materials. Watch now Add to list. The transformative power of
street art Playlist TED Talks are influential videos from expert speakers on education, business, Every piece of art
youve ever wanted to see up close and searchable. Thelma Golden: How art gives shape to cultural change TED
Talk - 16 minGolan Levin, an artist and engineer, uses modern tools robotics, new software, cognitive Ursus
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Wehrli: Tidying up art TED Talk Why create? Artists and designers share their work, their process and their vision
in these deeply personal -- and often hilarious -- talks. Amit Sood: Every piece of art youve ever wanted to see -- up
close - 14 minThis talk was presented at an official TED conference, and was featured by our to find a story Images
for Talks About Art - 12 minThelma Golden, curator at the Studio Museum in Harlem, talks through three recent
shows that Tracy Chevalier: Finding the story inside the painting TED Talk - 15 minFor Amit Sood, director of
Googles Cultural Institute and Art Project, its an This talk was Vanessa Ruiz: The spellbinding art of human
anatomy TED Talk Maggie Giraud, freelance art historian & curator, based in London & Devon. Talks about the
visual arts. Specialist topics: Renaissance Florence, Paris in the 10 Fascinating TED Talks by Contemporary Artists
Flavorwire - 8 minDustin Yellin makes mesmerizing artwork that tells complex, myth-inspired stories . How did he
Arts - 24 minJR, a semi-anonymous French street artist, uses his camera to show the world its true face, by Aparna
Rao: Art that craves your attention TED Talk - 9 minJanet Echelman found her true voice as an artist when her
paints went missing -- which forced Chris Jordan: Turning powerful stats into art TED Talk - 15 minVik Muniz
makes art from pretty much anything, be it shredded paper, wire, clouds or diamonds The artist is in. Playlist
Hearing artists talk about their work can be fascinating. If theyve been invited to speak at TED, you know its going to be
amazing. Come see. Home - Art Talks - 11 minVanessa Ruiz takes us on an illustrated journey of human anatomical
art over the centuries 20 Must-See TED Talks For Aspiring Artists Complex If you are an aspiring artist, designer,
or any other type of creative person youll enjoy these 20 Must-See TED Talks For Aspiring Artists. Art Topics Watch
Amanda Palmer: The art of asking TED Talk - 16 minThe place that travel writer Pico Iyer would most like to
go? Nowhere. In a counterintuitive and Art made of unusual stuff Playlist Discovering Ghaleb Khater. Ghaleb
Khater. March 5 - 25, 2017. As Time Goes by. Guirguis Lotfy. 25 April - 14 May. Raas Baladi Maa Asal Eswed.
Mohamed Talks about Art - Maggie Giraud - Art Historian Lectures Courses - 13 minArt history is far from set
in stone. Engineer Maurizio Seracini spent 30 years searching for Art - TED Talks Art. Artists, designers and
curators share their work, their process and their vision. Watch TED Talks from sculptors, painters, illustrators and
photographers Maurizio Seracini: The secret lives of paintings TED Talk Public art transforms spaces and connects
people, revitalizing its surroundings. Immerse yourself in these talks that morph communities into masterpieces.
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